**The Path to PARCC Success**

### Step #1 – Provide Professional Development

**English Language Arts**
- Targeted and Effective PARCC Strategies for English Language Arts
- Integrating PARCC into Daily Instruction for English Language Arts
- The 6-Step Process for Writing LATs and RSTs
- Utilizing PARCC’s Rubrics—Analyzing Student Results and Informing Instruction
- And more!

**Mathematics**
- Targeted and Effective PARCC Strategies for Mathematics
- Integrating PARCC into Daily Instruction for Mathematics
- Preparing Students for PARCC’s Type I Items in Mathematics
- Reasoning in Math—PARCC Type II Items
- And more!

### Step #2 – Conduct PARCC Demonstration Lessons

**English Language Arts**
- Text-Dependent Questions
- Literary Analysis Tasks with a close reading or writing focus
- Research Simulation Tasks with a close reading or writing focus

**Mathematics**
- Question Styles and Strategies—PARCC Type I Items
- Rigor and Detractors—PARCC Type I Items
- Reasoning Responses—PARCC Type II Items
- Application Responses—PARCC Type III Items

### Step #3 – Distribute High Quality Instructional Materials

**540 High Quality PARCC Grade Specific Lesson Plans, Grades 3–11**
- 20 Reading ~ 20 Writing ~ 20 Mathematics

### Step #4 – Conduct Student Product Review

**English Language Arts**
- Literary Analysis Tasks
- Research Simulation Tasks

**Mathematics**
- Type II Items
- Type III Items

To schedule a workshop, demonstration lesson, student product review, or in-class support, call our main office at 908-223-7202 or email judy.cataldi@standardssolution.com.